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New Book. One of the grim comedies of the twentieth century was that miserable victims of
communist regimes would climb walls, swim rivers, dodge bullets, and find other desperate ways to
achieve liberty in the West at the same time that progressive intellectuals would sentimentally
proclaim that these very regimes were the wave of the future. A similar tragicomedy is playing out
in our century: as the victims of despotism and backwardness from Third World nations pour into
Western states, academics and intellectuals present Western life as a nightmare of inequality and
oppression. In The Servile Mind: How Democracy Erodes the Moral Life, Kenneth Minogue explores
the intelligentsia s love affair with social perfection and reveals how that idealistic dream is
destroying exactly what has made the inventive Western world irresistible to the peoples of foreign
lands. The Servile Mind looks at how Western morality has evolved into mere politico-moral
posturing about admired ethical causes--from solving world poverty and creating peace to curing
climate change. Today, merely making the correct noises and parading one s essential decency by
having the correct opinions has become a substitute for individual...
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Reviews
The most e ective publication i ever go through. It really is writter in simple phrases and not hard to understand. I am just easily will get a satisfaction of
looking at a written publication.
-- Ila Pfeffer IV
Certainly, this is the finest work by any article writer. It really is full of wisdom and knowledge You will not sense monotony at at any time of your own time
(that's what catalogs are for concerning should you ask me).
-- Ma r ion Ma nn DDS
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